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It has been nine months since I transitioned 
into the Command Senior Enlisted Leader 
(CSEL) position at United States 
Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM).  I am taken aback by the 
technical prowess and unwavering commitment of all the military and 
civilian members within the USTRANSCOM Enterprise dispersed throughout 
the globe.  I have spent the last nine months getting oriented with the 
command, its roles and responsibilities, and it’s people.  I would like to 
share with you my six key takeaways.  

1. The significance of multi-modal mobility operations to the success of 
the Department of Defense (DoD) cannot be overstated! Let me share 
with you what I mean. The movement of transportation assets, military 
personnel, and civilians is truly a team effort spanning the whole of 
DoD and this has never been seen more clearly than during the Afghan 
retrograde and the largest noncombatant evacuation operation (NEO) 
airlift in history. August 2021 showed the magnitude of what we can 
accomplish when we leverage DoD, industry, and foreign partners. 

2. After observing the command and the people, I made it my number one 
priority to tackle joint enlisted professional development and have 
already seen my vision come to fruition with the Senior Enlisted Advisor 
to the Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of Staff visit that kicked off our 
Speaker Series.  In the future there will be an effort to leverage 
professional certification opportunities at local universities.     

 
Continued on next page. 
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 USTRANSCOM conducts globally integrated mobility operations, 
leads the broader Joint Deployment and Distribution Enterprise, 

and provides enabling capabilities in order to project and 
sustain the Joint Force in support of national objectives. 
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3. Even with our advanced weapons systems and technology, the military and civilian 
workforce is our most prized weapon system.  This goes back to we are only as good 
as the people we train.  It is not enough to have the best tools, but we must have the 
right people to use those tools.  This does not just boil down to training but 
encompasses the morale and welfare of our members from the lowest ranking to the 
most senior member in the Command, which is why an emphasis on climate and 
culture is imperative.   

4. The operational tempo within USTRANSCOM can be overwhelming.  It is important for 
leaders to “take a pause” to ensure they maintain mental stamina and wellness.  I 
recently had an opportunity to attend a conference at the Pentagon with one of the 
most senior military members of the DoD.  He stated, “from a perspective of mental 
wellness, if you were to self-assess, are you tired and busy or exhausted and 
overwhelmed?”  He surmised that if you were the latter, then you need to take a 
pause and seek assistance to reset to “true north” on your compass.  It is important 
that we step back and recenter ourselves occasionally.   

5. I continue to be in awe of the humility, technical expertise, and drive to succeed within 
the USTRANSCOM enterprise, from junior enlisted to the most senior ranking officers 
and Senior Executive Service civilians.  I am reminded of this every time I walk through 
your workspaces or go TDY and witness our teammates within their spheres of 
responsibility.  YOU provide the DoD with a competitive advantage no other nation 
could mirror in scope or scale.    

6. It is truly humbling to have been given the opportunity to lead, develop and support a 
workforce at such an important organization within the DoD. USTRANSCOM has the 
responsibility to project and sustain combat power at any time and any place of our 
nation’s choosing.  I know that the dedicated professionals within our workforce will 
be ready whenever and wherever the nation calls.  

 
Thank you for your continuous hard work and exceptional professionalism every day.  I am proud to 
be a part of this great team and of all you continue to accomplish.  Multi-modal global mobility 
operations is a big mission, and vital to the effectiveness and support of our national priorities and 
allies.  As we go into the holiday season, remember to take a break, spend time with family and 
friends, and reset.   
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JECC 
Norfolk, VA - The Joint Enabling Capabilities Command 
plays a singular role within the Department of Defense—
providing rapid joint command and control solutions for 
joint force headquarters crisis response.  JECC plan-
ners, as well as knowledge management, communica-
tion and public affairs specialists, continuously deploy 
to assist with deliberate and crisis planning, special op-
erations support, and humanitarian disasters. Over the 
last year, JECC played a crucial role in America’s whole-
of-government response to the global COVID-19 pan-
demic by contributing planning and public affairs sup-
port to the Defense Health Agency in the development 
of graduated response plans, as well as support to the 
Department of Health and Human Services.   They also 
played instrumental roles in the planning and execution 
of the evacuation of U.S. military forces from the Horn of Africa and the final U.S. military withdrawal from 
Afghanistan.  In fact, for the first time in JECC history, the USTRANSCOM Commander directed deployment 
of the JECC Commander to this operation. The JECC Commander led a team of over 30 personnel in the 
National Capital Region focused on interagency coordination and optimization. Operational control of the 
team, dubbed the USTRANSCOM integration cell, was given to USTRANSCOM.   
 

JCSE  
Tampa, FL - The Joint Communications Support Ele-
ment is a rapidly deployable, joint tactical communica-
tions unit, JCSE provides Command, Control, Computers, 
Communications, Cyber, Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance (C5ISR) connectivity support to Joint 
Task Force (JTF), Combined Joint Task Force (CJTF), and 
Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force (CJSOTF) 
Commanders across the full spectrum of operations. 
JCSE is ready on a moment’s notice to enable reliable, 
robust, and secure C5ISR support to joint and mission 
partner operations in ground, airborne, and maritime op-
erating domains.  Through its 60-year history, JCSE has 
adapted the ability to enable C5ISR in support of Human-
itarian Assistance/Disaster Relief (HA/DR) operations and global contingency operations, ranging from 
small mobile teams to whole-of-government support.  Recently, JCSE has supported operations including 
Operation ALLIES WELCOME, JTF-CRISIS RESPONSE.  Additionally, JCSE has supported unique missions 
such as shore and afloat support along with well over a dozen Tier 1 and 2 Combatant Command (CCMD) 
led training events.  JCSE’s small, lightweight, and scalable capabilities increase the CJTF and CJSOTF Com-
mander’s operational flexibility across all CCMD areas of responsibility ensuring JCSE truly is “The Voice 
Heard Around the World”. A great read you can download a copy of the book from the JECC portal/share 
point found through USTRANSCOM portal/share point for professional development - “The Voice Heard 
Around The World,” written by the author is BG (Ret) John Howard Grubbs, and read all about JCSE’s amaz-
ing history.   
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JPSE  
Norfolk, VA - The Joint Planning Support Element is the rapidly deploy-
able planning and public affairs unit focused on accelerating a Joint 
Force Headquarters transition to crisis operations. These planners 
leverage the Joint Planning Process to incorporate their broad exper-
tise from across the joint function. JPSE is the only joint unit focused 
solely on joint planning and Joint Task Force formation. 
Our JPSE includes all Services (with the exception of Space Force) 
and all Compos. Recently, JPSE played a pivotal role in Opera-
tions ALLIES REFUGE/ALLIES WELCOME and Operation OCTAVE 
QUARTZ. In the JTF of these and other operations, our JPSE person-
nel served as the J1, J33, J35, J4, and Chief of Staff during both plan-
ning and execution of these high visibility mission.  JPSE personnel 
were on the ground at Hamid Karzai International Airport leading in-
terface with the Department of State, USTRANSCOM, USCENTCOM, 
and the wider interagency. As a premier joint planning organization, 
JPSE members maintain a high ops tempo deploying within hours to areas of critical 
need.  Their skills are recognized throughout the interagency, coalition, and DoD as vital to mis-
sion success.  JPSE is the kind of asset the Joint Force Commanders fight hard to get and even 
harder to keep.  

“Whether it is response to a natural disaster, noncombatant evacuation, support to SOF, or 
crisis and response joint planning, the members of the Joint Enabling Capabilities Command, 
the Joint Planning Support Element, and the Joint Communications Support Element are al-
ways ready to deploy within 2 hours of notification and to any environment, anywhere in the 

world. The members of the JECC are a vital part of the joint force.”   
-RDML Paul Spedero Jr., JECC CDR 

“Our members are on mission 24/7 around the globe. Anytime, Anyplace, any domain, 
making things happen and getting it done!”  

- CMSgt Brian Bischoff, JECC CSEL   
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TRANSCOM Patient Movement 

Most medics think it’s exciting to be involved in military operations beyond the confines of the medical facili-
ty, and military operators universally seem eager to participate in missions that could save a life.  Patient 
Movement is one of TRANSCOM’s five core missions and represents the best of both worlds! 

The value to an ill or injured patient is pretty evident—we efficiently move patients to the place of care that 
gives the best likelihood of positive medical outcomes.  For Service members who have been medically 
moved from combat theaters, aeromedical evacuation reports cite a 98% modern survival rate—up from 75% 
in Vietnam!  Besides survivability, professional patient movement is also important in sustaining the appro-
priate level of health care while moving, decreasing time to definitive care, decreasing recovery time, de-
creasing long-term disability, improving en route patient safety, improving visibility of patients in transit, and 
problem-solving travel disruptions, among other benefits.  But as great as these patient benefits are, they do 
not tell the whole story. 

Moving patients through the system to the optimum point of care also benefits military operations!  Moving 
patients rearward relieves workload at forward medical capabilities which would otherwise become congest-
ed and unable to treat new casualties; moving patients who cannot return to the fight allows commanders to 
requisition replacements; removing patients from operational environments reduces risk to the force and the 
mission; and expediting movement to definitive care enhances the potential for return to duty.  In support of 
national strategy, patient movement capabilities can also lend DoD support to other US governmental agen-
cies and can even demonstrate US good will internationally for humanitarian, disaster-relief, and nation-
building missions. 

But moving patients can be a lot more challenging than it seems on the surface.  Patient movement regula-
tion is the legal, valid, and prioritized movement of patients in order to optimize clinical outcomes, operation-
al support, and resource management.  To ensure mission success for every patient movement, many statu-
tory and regulatory policies must be followed, important clinical implications must be considered, and many 
individualized decisions must be made.  The process often involves multiple medical facilities, numerous air 
and ground transports, and both military and civilian mission partners.  Furthermore, employed medical ca-
pabilities may include critical care, burn care, newborn and pediatric care, heart and lung bypass, and spe-
cialized infection control—all in addition to the standard on-board aeromedical care.  Ensuring that all partici-
pating people and their machines are on-time and on-target for each mission is a daunting logistical feat! 

Though we have many opportunities to improve and a strong desire to do so, TRANSCOM sets the standard 
in global patient movement.  In recent years, TRANSCOM has averaged about forty-nine thousand patient 
movement requirements per year; and amidst the coronavirus pandemic we have performed more than four 
hundred patient movements for patients with COVID-19.  Using a rapid acquisition process over just a few 
short months, TRANSCOM even fielded a one-of-a-kind biocontainment solution for moving patients with 
COVID-19 and other contagious infections.  Whether in a clinical, operational, or support role, TRANSCOM 
patient movement is a truly rewarding way to serve those who serve! 
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Shortly after Fleet Master Chief Don Myrick assumed the posi-
tion of Command Senior Enlisted Leader, USTRANSCOM, he 
realized there was a disconnect between the amount and level 
of training our Officer Corps was receiving compared to our 
Enlisted Force. He set out to make some changes. The first 
thing Fleet Myrick did was set up a team comprised of a Senior 
Noncommissioned Officer from each of the branches of ser-
vice here at USTRANSCOM. Their job was to develop a Joint 
Enlisted Professional Development plan to help close the gap 
and ensure our enlisted were going back to their services more 
knowledgeable than when they arrived. “We’ve always offered 
fantastic opportunities to gain joint experience, but the formal 
education piece was missing,” said Fleet Myrick. 
 
After a few months of planning, the team was ready to kick off 
their new program. The program consists of three focus areas: 
service integration, joint leader attributes, and TRANSCOM Ed-
ucation & Development (TED). The last focus area, TED, will be 
TRANSCOM’s Leadership Speaker Series, and what better way 
to kick off the whole program than by having Ramon Colón-
López, the Senior Enlisted Advisor to the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff be the first guest speaker.  
 
SEAC Colón-López visited Scott Air Force Base on 7 November to meet with members across the base 
and speak with USTRANSCOM members about the changes the Joint Chiefs of Staff are making to enlist-
ed professional development. During the Speaker Series event, SEAC Colón-López talked about how the 
future operating environment will not look the same as it has in previous wars and will more likely con-
sist of a series of actions designed to disrupt our national security.  
 
“Uncertainty is the only certainty,” he stated when emphasizing the need to think “panoramically” and 
deliberately develop our joint enlisted warfighters to be capable of operating in this new environment. In 
order for this to happen there are changes coming to Senior Enlisted Joint PME I/II and new training pro-
grams to target NCOs before they enter the joint environment, SEAC Colón-López noted.  
 
He finished off his visit to Scott AFB with a Base All Call. During the All Call, SEAC discussed DoD wide 
changes that were coming and his focus over the next two years. He alluded to changes in the way fund-
ing is allocated by listing the three greys: Grey Area | Grey Steele | Grey Matter and stating, “You can’t 
overspend on things and underspend on people.”  People are our greatest asset in an ever-changing op-
erating environment. 
 
Stay tuned for more joint enlisted professional development events from our USTRANSCOM team! 
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Thirty-two injured U.S. service members and Afghan civilians were aero-medically evacuated from Hamid Kar-
zai International Airport (HKIA) in Kabul, Afghanistan, following an Aug. 26 bombing there. The attack oc-
curred during the largest noncombatant evacuation operation (NEO) airlift in history, which moved approxi-
mately 124,000 persons to safe havens.   
  
The aeromedical evacuation (AE) missions were planned and coordinated by U.S. Transportation Command’s 
(USTRANSCOM) Office of the Command Surgeon (TCSG).  
  
TCSG provides global patient movement for the Department of Defense (DOD) through the Defense Transpor-
tation System, acting as DOD’s single manager for policy and standardization of procedures and information 
support systems for global patient movement.  
  
“We were intricately involved with U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM) in planning to provide health-service 
support for patient movement requirements as U.S. forces and equipment withdrew from Afghanistan,” said 
U.S. Air Force Col. Rudy Cachuela, USTRANSCOM command surgeon and director of Global Patient Movement 
Operations.   
  
As the pace of the operation increased, he said the requirements did not shift but became more acute. “We 
didn’t have the luxury of time as we switched from deliberate planning to crisis action planning,” said Ca-
chuela. “We concentrated on what support would be needed for forces on the ground and for U.S., coalition, 
and Afghan evacuees.”  
 
For the retrograde then the NEO, Cachuela said they accelerated planning and brought in more AE and critical 
care air transport teams (CCATT) from the U.S., deploying them to Ramstein Air Base, Germany, to plus up 
existing crews there due to expected patient volume.  
 
According to U.S. Air Force Lt. Col. Shaun Westphal, division chief, Global Patient Movement Integration Cell 
(GPMIC) here, AE provides time-sensitive, en-route care of casualties to and between medical treatment facili-
ties, using organic and/or contracted aircraft with specially trained medical aircrew. CCATTs assist AE as a 
rapidly deployable resource by treating critically 
ill and injured patients who require continuous 
stabilization and advanced care.  
As credible threats of an attack at Kabul 
emerged, the TCSG team relocated patient 
movement resources to be as prepared as pos-
sible.  
 
“We moved crews from Ramstein to 
Al Udeid Air Base, Qatar, placing them closer to 
HKIA to respond more quickly,” said Cachuela.  
 
Continued on next page 
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The AE flights standing by were swiftly inserted into the NEO airlift flow Aug. 26 when a suicide bomb, 
assessed to have been Islamic State Khorasan (ISIS-K) fighters, detonated in the vicinity of HKIA’s 
Abbey Gate. The attack was followed by several ISIS-K gunmen opening fire on civilians and military 
forces.  
  
³When HKIA became a mass casualty scene, the AE liaisons there input patient movement require-
ments for the AE/CCATT teams at both Ramstein and Al Udeid,” said Cachuela.  
He said CENTCOM had surgical teams and operating rooms at HKIA, where U.S. service member and 
Afghan civilian patients were treated and initially stabilized. Once stable, they were picked up by 
three separate U.S. Air Force C-17 aircraft carrying AE/CCATT teams and moved to the next level of 
care at Ramstein and Al Udeid.  
 
“The AE flights were purposely spaced out to accommodate the flow of patients being treated on the 
ground, including those needing surgery before being transported,” said Cachuela.  
According to Cachuela, the first AE aircraft launched only minutes after the bombing occurred at 
HKIA, and all patients were successfully evacuated within a 24-hour period.  
Participating units included the GPMIC, TRANSCOM Patient Movement Requirements Center 
(TPMRC)-America, and 375th Aeromedical Evacuation Squadron (AES) here; the TPMRC-East, 10th 
AES and 86th AES at Ramstein Air Base, Germany; and the 379th Expeditionary AES at Al Udeid Air 
Base, Qatar.  
 
“Our AE, CCATT and ground teams all performed heroically -- they were able to literally save lives by 
being ready, well trained, and able to immediately adapt to a large-scale mass casualty event,” said 
Cachuela.  
 
USTRANSCOM exists as a warfighting combatant command to project and sustain military power at a 
time and place of the nation’s choosing. Powered by dedicated men and women, TRANSCOM under-
writes the lethality of the Joint Force, advances American interests around the globe, and provides 
our nation's leaders with strategic flexibility to select from multiple options, while creating multiple 
dilemmas for our adversaries.  
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USTRANSCOM is made up of three components: Air Mobility Command (AMC), Military Sealift 
Command (MSC), and Surface Deployment and Distribution Command (SDDC). Yet the command 
cannot meet its lofty mission without the support of their commercial industry partners—known 
informally as “the fourth component.” Between 90 and 95 percent of all steady-state USTRANS-
COM transportation is moved by contracted commercial carriers. Even during contingencies, be-
tween 30 and 90 percent is trusted to industry partners.    
  
Some might wonder, how can the military count on private companies to perform in a time of war? 
Well, that’s where USTRANSCOM’s Acquisition Directorate (TCAQ) comes in. TCAQ personnel are 
the command’s business leaders that establish and manage contracts between the DoD and the 
fourth component. During peace-time, commercial carriers have no problem transporting military 
passengers and cargo. However, the DoD must ensure the continued civilian support during times 
of war or crisis, such as the Afghanistan NEO. TCAQ proactively and continuously maintains guar-
anteed commercial support for these times of need through their two readiness programs: the 
Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) and the Voluntary Intermodal Sealift Agreement (VISA).  While their 
activation is rare, these programs are the command’s proverbial fail-safe. They work like this: 
TCAQ incentivizes commercial carriers to provide optimal wartime capability by granting direct ac-
cess for peacetime transportation contracts. When an emergency requires additional USTRANS-
COM capacity, the Secretary of Defense activates the readiness programs to fill the gap. While 
military assets still operate in “contested” areas, CRAF and VISA carriers pick up the slack 
by providing DoD transportation throughout uncontested environments.     
  
The CRAF program’s capability was brought to bear during the Afghanistan evacuation. At one 
point, more than half of the U.S. Air Force’s fleet of 222 C-17s were committed to the operation. 
But, as the former USTRANSCOM Commander, General Steven Lyons, stated on 23 August 2021, 
“[the Command] is razor focused, we are pushing the limits to ensure airlift is never the con-
straint.” He went on, “I won’t lie, our folks are tired; exhausted in some cases.” While AMC’s as-
sets and flight crews were stretched thin in and out of Afghanistan, the 
Command still had to fill other transportation requirements. Many subse-
quent flights to and from Ramstein and other nearby locations were con-
ducted by civilian carriers. Between 21 August and 13 September, com-
mercial aircraft flew a total of 421 flights in support of the operation.    
  
USTRANSCOM and AMC used an all-hands-on-deck approach to 
the Afghanistan NEO, and amazed the world with the most responsive 
mobility capability the world has ever seen. While USTRANSCOM is 
a military combatant command, it relies heavi-
ly on its civilian personnel.  The contingency-centric CRAF and VI-
SA programs are managed by TCAQ, which consists of 96% civil-
ians!  Although less heralded, the “fourth component” is the force multi-
plier that enables the command’s seemingly endless capacity.   

Mr . Kenneth Brennan 

Director, TCAQ 
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By now, most Americans have witnessed the monumental efforts at the Kabul Airport, 
where the US and allies evacuated over 120,000 people between 11 Au-
gust and 1 September, 2021 in the largest noncombatant evacuation operation (NEO) air-
lift in US history. United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) quarterbacked 
the airlift operation, while its subordinate com-
mand, Air Mobility Command (AMC), executed 
the evacuation flights.   
 
What received less coverage, were the down-
stream logistics after evacuees left Afghani-
stan—much of which was also completed by 
mobility Airmen. Wheels up at Kabul wasn’t the 
end of the mission; in many respects, it was 
only the beginning. From there, nearly all evac-
uees traveled to their first stop: Al Udeid Air 
Base, Qatar.   
 
Evacuees were off-loaded, processed by identification, medical condition, and destination, 
then provided food, water, and latrines while they waited many hours for subsequent 
flights to be scheduled and executed. Al Udeid was not initially equipped to handle tens of 
thousands of passengers at a time, but the United States Military does not fail, and this 
would be no exception.   
 
The primary unit charged with tackling these challenges was the 8th Expeditionary Air Mo-
bility Squadron (8 EAMS).  Beyond processing and organizing the evacuees, the 
8 EAMS Airmen with other Al Udeid personnel worked tirelessly controlling the air traf-
fic for hundreds of arrivals and departures, continuously supporting and interchanging air 
crews, and maintaining hundreds of aircraft, all 
while managing the health and security of the 
entire operation in temperatures reaching 120 
degrees. The 8 EAMS Commander, Lt Col Tom 
Reynolds explained, “Our airmen were helping 
bring strollers off the buses, getting them bed-
ded down, making sure they had water, food, 
walking them to the aircraft, and making sure 
they were okay.” “It was a sight to be seen. This 
was, you know, six days into this thing. They 
were tired and beat down and overwhelmed and 
working 12+ hour days. And to see them contin-
ue to take that compassion is amazing.”   
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The next stop for many evacuees was a few thou-
sand miles north: Ramstein Air Base, Germany, 
where the 521st Air Mobility Operations Wing (521 
AMOW) faced shockingly similar challeng-
es. Ramstein’s passenger terminal was woeful-
ly inadequate to process the sheer number of evac-
uees. Thankfully,  the base was home to the largest 
overseas hanger in the Department of Defense, 
which was unoccupied at the time. In the blink of 
an eye, the 521 AMOW converted a hanger nearly 
the size of a football field into a nine-gate interna-
tional airport terminal. Many of the passen-
gers’ final destination from Ramstein was the United States, which required many more govern-
mental agencies’ involvement. The hanger quickly became the epitome of inter-agency coordina-
tion. Between the 521 AMOW, the Transportation Safety Administration (TSA), Customs and Border 
Patrol, and the State Department, passengers were screened just like they would be in any interna-
tional civilian airport.  
 
Command and control Airmen used whiteboards to 
track everything from air traffic, flight status, the number 
of passengers boarding each flight, locations of each 
plane, and the flow of people through the terminal each 
day. The 721 Air Mobility Support Squadron Director of Op-
erations and Operations Group Interagency Coordinator, 
Lt. Col Matt Bryan stated, “That was again something they 
just created out of necessity, like ‘hey we need to control 
this and we’re going to do it,’” Bryan said. “They went to 
the old-fashioned markerboard and it worked flawlessly.”  
 
Aeromedical Evacuation airmen provided yet another example of flexibility when they took on the 
role of Passenger Medical Augmentation Personnel (PMAP) to care for evacuees’ airborne medical 
needs.  This adaptation paid off when three different babies were born during the evacuation oper-
ations. One of which was even named “Reach”, after the call sign of the aircraft that transported 
her from Al Udeid to Ramstein. 
   
USTRANSCOM and AMC received international accolades for their stunning ability to airlift a record 
number of evacuees in only 21 days. However, transportation is only the visible tip of the mobility 
machine iceberg. The operation would have been destined for failure if it weren’t for mobility air-
men conducting pivotal ground operations that might not have been as visible but were every bit as 
stunning.  
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On August 24, 2021, The Secretary of Defense mandated that all service members receive the 
COVID-19 vaccine. Here are the deadlines for members to be fully vaccinated for each service: 

 Army: 15 Dec 21 (Active) and 30 Jun 22 (Reserve/Guard)  

 Air force: 2 Nov 21 (Active) and 2 Dec 21 (Reserve/Guard) 

 Marine Corps/Navy: 28 Nov 21 (Active) and 28 Dec 21 (Reserve) 

 Space Force: 2 Nov 21 (Active)  

On October 1, 2021, the Deputy Secretary of Defense released a memorandum that directed the 
mandatory vaccination of all DoD civilian employees by November 22, 2021.   

To be considered fully vaccinated, employees must be fully vaccinated 2 weeks after completing the 
second dose of a two-dose COVID-19 vaccine or 2 weeks after receiving a single does of a one-dose 
COVID-19 vaccine. 

Members may apply for temporary or permanent medical exemptions and religious exemptions.  
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The Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) Program is a contractual agreement be-
tween civilian airline companies and USTRANSCOM on behalf of the DoD. 
The volunteer civilian companies are offered peace-time airlift contract opportu-
nities in exchange for a dedicated fleet of commercial aircraft to assist the US 
government in emergencies at home and abroad. During the Afghanistan Non-
combatant Evacuation Operation, USTRANSCOM activated Stage 1 of CRAF, 
which provided 421 flights between 21 August and 13 September 2021.  
YƵĞƐƟŽŶ͗ WƌŝŽƌ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ��ĨŐŚĂŶŝƐƚĂŶ�ĞǀĂĐƵĂƟŽŶ͕�ŚŽǁ�ŵĂŶǇ�ƟŵĞƐ�ŚĂƐ��Z�&�ďĞĞŶ�ĂĐͲ
ƟǀĂƚĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ŚŝƐƚŽƌǇ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽŐƌĂŵ͍��ŽŶƵƐ�ƉŽŝŶƚƐ͗�ŶĂŵĞ�ĞĂĐŚ�ĂĐƟǀĂƟŽŶ͘   
 

�ŶƐǁĞƌ�^ƵďŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ͗��ŵĂŝů�ĂŶƐǁĞƌƐ�ƚŽ�D^Őƚ�DŝĐŚĂĞů�,ĞƚŚ�
Ăƚ PLFKDHO�G�KHWK�PLO#PDLO�PLO ďǇ�ϭ�:ĂŶƵĂƌǇ�ϮϬϮϮ͘ 

�ŽŶƚĞŶƚ��ƌĞĂƚŽƌƐ�tĂŶƚĞĚ 

�Ž�ǇŽƵ�ŚĂǀĞ�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ǁŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ůŝŬĞ�ƚŽ�ƐĞĞ�ƚŚĞ��^�>�ŚŝŐŚůŝŐŚƚ�ŶĞǆƚ͍� 

�ŽŶƚĂĐƚ�d^Őƚ�:ĞƐƐŝĐĂ��ŽǀĞƌ;ũĞƐƐŝĐĂ͘ŵ͘ĚŽǀĞƌϮ͘ŵŝůΛŵĂŝů͘ŵŝůͿ�ŝĨ�ǇŽƵ�ĂƌĞ�ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚĞĚ�ŝŶ�ũŽŝŶŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞĂŵ͘ 


